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Be seen better: The compact signal light CU2R
ensures safety
The latest model from Ledlenser improves the visibility of
pedestrians, cyclists and athletes
Solingen, April 2022 - Ledlenser now brings more safety to everyday
life and leisure with a small lamp: the CU2R signal light can be
attached almost anywhere by clip or strap, e.g. on the upper arm, on
clothing or on a backpack. With its white or red light, which can be
set to constant or flashing, the lamp makes people more visible to
other road users - whether out for a walk, doing sports or on the way
to school.

"At dusk, in a traffic jam, in dark clothing - there are many situations in
which people can easily be overlooked. That's why we developed the
CU2R as a safety tool for anyone who wants to be seen better when
they're out and about, for example during a run in city traffic," says Philipp
Elsner, Product Manager at Ledlenser. "Because the lamp is so small and
handy, it fits in any pocket and is therefore also a helpful companion as
an emergency light."

The CU2R is 37 mm long, 35 mm wide and 20 mm high. Including the
battery, it weighs in at a light 25g. The mini light dispenser can be attached
quickly and variably with the elastic strap or the metal clip. The lamp
contains one white light LED and two particularly bright red light LEDs. Its
operation is intuitive: white or red light can be set on two separate
switches, each constant or flashing. The lamp is also suitable as an
additional light when cycling. Runners can combine it with a headlamp like
the ultra-light NEO1R to train regardless of the time of day or night. The
CU2R contains a Li-ion battery that can be charged quickly and easily via
Micro USB. The transport lock prevents it from being switched on
unintentionally.

Price and availability
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CU2R is available now at an RRP of 19.90 Euros including VAT in
Ledlenser's online shop: https://shop.ledlenser.com/.
Further information about Ledlenser is available at: www.ledlenser.com

About Ledlenser
The Solingen-based company Ledlenser GmbH & Co. KG is one of the world's leading
manufacturers of portable LED lighting products. The experts for high-quality lamps
have been offering a wide range of products for different target groups for over 20 years.
Professional users in the industrial and security sectors will find the right lamp here, as
will sportsmen and women, camping and outdoor enthusiasts, or handymen and do-ityourselfers. The portfolio also includes power banks. Products from Ledlenser are
"Engineered & Designed in Germany".
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